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Abstract and Resumen  IX 

 

Abstract 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used to propose a guide for the design of a 

microfluid device that would make more evident differences in the performance of 

surfactants with similar properties in the ultra-low range of interfacial tension during 

Chemical Enhanced Oil Recovery (CEOR). In surfactant injection, one of the most widely 

applied CEOR methods, the objective is to decrease the interfacial tension of the phases 

present in the reservoir. The CFD simulations were carried out using the Volume of Fluid 

(VOF) method for a fully meshed porous geometry generated using a triangular mesh from 

the Meshing software present in the Ansys simulation package. The CFD analysis 

considered the effect of the interfacial tension of two surfactants (0.037 mN/m and 0.045 

mN/m) on the oil recovery factor, the breakthrough time, the fractal dimension of the flow 

pattern, the pressure drop, and the entrapment effect. The properties of the microfluid 

system that were addressed in the simulation were porosity (50%-70%), grain shape 

(circular and irregular), presence or absence of fractures, and injection velocity (10 ft/day - 

30 ft/day). The methodology described in the guide indicates that for the pair of surfactants 

selected, a microfluid device with a porosity of 0.5, circular grains, the presence of a 

fracture and operating at  the maximum injection velocity (30 ft/day) could better identify 

differences in the performance of both surfactants. The guide developed in this research 

will facilitate the design of micromodels by coupling this technology with CFD simulation 

techniques. 

 

Keywords: Computational fluid dynamics simulations; CEOR; microfluidics.  
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Resumen 

Se usó la dinámica de fluidos computacional (CFD) con el fin de proponer una guía para 

el diseño de dispositivos de microfluídica donde la diferencia entre dos surfactantes con 

propiedades similares en el rango ultra bajo de tensión interfacial se haga mas evidente 

durante procesos de recuperación química mejorada de petróleo (CEOR). En la inyección 

de surfactantes, uno de los métodos CEOR más ampliamente aplicados, el objetivo es 

disminuir la tensión interfacial de las fases presentes en el yacimiento. Las simulaciones 

de CFD se llevaron a cabo utilizando el método multifásico Volume of Fluid (VOF) para 

una geometría de un medio poroso con un mallado triangular generado a partir del software 

Meshing presente en el paquete de simulación de Ansys. El análisis CFD consideró el 

efecto de la tensión interfacial de dos surfactantes (0.037 mN /m y 0.045 mN/ m) sobre el 

factor de recobro, el tiempo de ruptura, la dimensión fractal del patrón de flujo, la caída de 

presión y el efecto de entrampamiento. Las propiedades de los dispositivos de 

microfluídica que se abordaron en la simulación fueron porosidad (50% -70%), forma de 

grano (circular e irregular), presencia o ausencia de fracturas y velocidad de inyección (10 

ft/day - 30 ft/day). La metodología descrita en la guía indica que, para el par de surfactantes 

seleccionados, un micromodelo con una porosidad de 0.5, granos circulares, la presencia 

de una fractura y el funcionamiento a la velocidad máxima de inyección (30 pies / día) 

podría identificar mejor las diferencias en el rendimiento de ambos surfactantes. La guía 

desarrollada en esta investigación facilitará el diseño de micromodelos al acoplar esta 

tecnología con técnicas de simulación de CFD. 

 

Palabras clave: Dinámica de Fluidos Computacional; CEOR; microfluídica. 
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Introduction 

Due to population growth and resource consumption, in recent years world energy demand 

has increased. Also, it is expected that by 2030, crude oil will be approximately 30% of the 

primary energy available [1]. Because of this projection, it is necessary to develop 

technologies that allow oil extraction more efficiently. 

 

At present, there are three techniques for oil recovery: primary recovery, secondary 

recovery, and tertiary recovery, the latter, also known as enhanced oil recovery (EOR). 

From the primary and secondary recovery, approximately 35% of the oil available in the 

reservoir is extracted, leaving most of this fluid trapped in the porous medium [2]. EOR 

processes, which groups different techniques focused on increasing the recovery factor, 

modify the properties of the fluids and materials present in the reservoir to facilitate the oil 

movement. 

 

One of the EOR techniques is the injection of chemicals, in which the surfactant injection is 

one of the leading and most studied processes for the reduction of interfacial tension, where 

capillary forces seek the trapped oil release within the reservoir [3]. 

 

The evaluation of EOR technologies, particularly surfactant injection, is carried out 

experimentally in synthetic cores, where it is necessary to use different devices that control 

flows and pressures. Furthermore, visualization of the processes that occur within these 

devices is not allowed (black box devices). [4].  

 

Microfluidic devices have been an excellent option to overcome the problems presented in 

core injection tests  [5-7]. Micromodels can handle small volumes of fluids where liquid 

handling is secure, and process times are shorter than core injection tests [8, 9]. Also, 

microfluidic devices help to visualize the flow patterns during oil displacement tests, which 

facilitates the phenomena characterization in injection processes [10-12]. Due to 
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micromodels advantages, in recent years, there has been a growing interest in the design, 

characterization, and use of these devices [13-16]. 

 

Owing to the large number of factors that affect the chemical enhanced oil recovery (CEOR) 

processes, specifically surfactants injection, it is necessary to evaluate different 

characteristics in order to optimize the process. At this point, the use of technologies such 

as micromodel devices allows testing with a lower resource expenditure, where the tests 

are carried out in a controlled environment. The favorable characteristics presented by the 

micromodels allow the evaluation of multiple factors in the oil recovery processes. However, 

due to the complexity of each reservoir, the micromodels must be adjusted to a need. In 

this way, the design of these devices, specifically the geometry of the medium, plays an 

important role. 

 

For the design of microfluidic devices, it is necessary to know the characteristics of the 

porous medium and the properties of the fluids that interact within these [17, 18]. 

Additionally, if it is desired to study a particular phenomenon or characteristic of the CEOR 

process, it is necessary to consider properties in the micromodels such as morphology, pore 

pattern (perfectly regular, partially regular, fractal patterns, and irregular patterns [9]), fluid 

injection point, material characteristics, among others, that allow the desired process 

development [19, 20]. This work can be carried out through multiple experimental tests or 

numerical modeling of the multiphase flow within these devices [14, 15, 17, 21]. Another 

alternative for the design of these devices is a real replica of the porous medium where the 

EOR process is performed; this is done through scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

images of the specific medium to be studied, where the images are used to process in a 

computer and finally, through the engraving technique, this geometry is captured in a 

material [18, 22]. The latter technique has the advantage of being able to constitute the 

porous medium more accurately, but it is a unique representation of the medium studied 

where the use of this geometry is limited by the conditions of the sample taken for the SEM 

image, in addition, the use of these processes represents high investments due to the costs 

associated with obtaining a representative sample of an oil deposit. 

 

Micromodels can be experimentally designed to identify differences in the performance of 

surfactants during EOR  [23-25]. A disadvantage of a solely-experimental approach for the 

design of microfluid devices is the heuristic characteristic of the method where time and raw 
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material are invested in different models that may not serve practical purposes. Numerical 

modeling presents an alternative to the experimental approach, particularly if it follows a 

methodology that allows the design of micromodels for the evaluation of different 

characteristics in EOR processes with surfactant injection. 

 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a technique used to study systems that involve fluid 

flow, heat transfer, among other phenomena through computer-solved algorithms [26]. CFD 

has some advantages over experimental tests where the short evaluation time, the savings 

in the material used, and the ability to evaluate critical and special situations that can hardly 

be obtained in a laboratory stand out [21, 27]. 

 

In this way, CFD is presented as a tool for the evaluation of CEOR processes by simulating 

micromodels, with the advantage of manipulating fluid conditions or the environment where 

the process is carried out. CFD simulations enable the evaluation of differences on the 

performance of surfactants in short times and with low cost. 

 

In this research, CFD was used to simulate the injection of surfactants to modified 

micromodels. Once the CFD simulations were validated with  experimental data available 

in the literature [28], the effect of several characteristics of the microfluidic setup (porosity, 

grain shape, presence of fractures, and injection velocity ) on typical metrics (the recovery 

factor, breakthrough time, fractal dimension, pressure drop, and entrapment effect ) of the 

surfactant performance was studied.  

 

The main objective of this research was to propose a methodology for the design of 

micromodels for the evaluation of surfactant injection in enhanced oil recovery processes 

through the analysis in computational fluid dynamics. To achieve the main objective, the 

following specific objectives were proposed: 

 

• Characterize the micromodels that are currently on the market for the evaluation of 

surfactant injection by CFD. 

• Propose different configurations of micromodels that represent the characteristic 

phenomena involved in the surfactant injection processes through CFD analysis. 

• Determine a micromodel selection route to evaluate surfactant injection processes 

for enhanced oil recovery processes. 
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This document has three chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the fundamentals concepts for 

research development and offers a review of concepts related to microfluidics along with 

the mathematical modeling of the CEOR process through CFD simulations. Particularly, 

sections 1.5 to 1.6 present the characterization of micromodels used for the evaluation of 

surfactant injection. Chapter 2 is written as a freestanding manuscript and follows the format 

of a journal paper. It is in this Chapter 2 where different configurations of micromodels are 

proposed and where the micromodel selection route is defined. Finally, Chapter 3 contains 

the conclusions and recommendations for future work.



 

1.  Fundamentals of microfluidic devices 
processes and CFD simulation 

This chapter describes theoretical concepts that are important for the development of this 

thesis. It also presents methods used in the characterization of the processes carried out 

in microfluidic devices and describes the mathematical model used to perform the CFD 

simulations along with a review of previous research in this area. 

1.1 Enhanced Oil Recovery Methods 

In the crude oil extraction process, there are three stages identified as primary, secondary, 

and tertiary recovery. In primary recovery, the energy contained in the oilfield is used to 

mobilize and extract oil. When the reservoir does not contain enough energy to continue 

the oil production process, it is necessary to inject fluids that are natural to the reservoir 

(water, gas) to maintain a pressure that allows normal production, this process is known as 

secondary recovery [29]. Finally, after the processes described, approximately 65% of the 

original crude oil in the reservoir is trapped inside due to capillary forces. EOR processes 

are used to take advantage of this extraction potential. EOR techniques consist of the 

injection of chemicals or substances that modify the properties of the reservoir and fluids to 

increase oil production [2]. 

 

EOR processes are grouped into three categories: (i) chemical and (ii) thermal methods, 

and miscible displacement [30]. Chemical methods involve the injection of different 

substances into the reservoir to change the interactions between the fluids and the porous 

medium to improve the displacement of the crude oil. In thermal methods, heat is injected 

into the reservoir to decrease the crude oil viscosity and, therefore, to increase oil mobility, 

which leads to easy oil extraction. Finally, miscible displacement consists of the injection of 

gases that reduces the interfacial tension between the crude oil and the displacing fluid and 

facilitates the mobilization of the crude oil. 
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1.2 Chemical Enhanced Oil Recovery Methods 

As previously mentioned, this recovery method involves the injection of chemical agents 

into the reservoir to modify properties in it and thus facilitate oil extraction. Usually, the 

substances involved in this process are surfactants, polymers, and alkaline substances [2, 

3, 30, 31]. The objective of the injection of surfactant and alkaline substances into the 

reservoir is to reduce the interfacial tension between the crude oil and the displacing fluid 

in order to increase the capillary number and displace oil. During alkaline injection, the 

surfactant is generated in the reservoir when the alkaline substances that react with the 

acid components of the crude oil are used; for this reason, the alkaline injection is preferred 

in reservoirs of heavy and extraheavy oil [32]. Polymer injection looks to increase the 

viscosity of the displacing fluid to achieve an optimal mobility ratio that allows a greater 

sweep of crude oil in the reservoir [33]. In some cases , such as in ASP injection (alkali-

surfactant-polymer) and SP injection (surfactant-polymer) [32, 34], various substances  are 

combined. 

1.3 Enhanced Oil Recovery Methods by surfactant 
injection 

Surfactant injection has been a widely used and studied chemical recovery method, 

particularly in recent decades [3]. The surfactant plays an important role when contacting 

the reservoir, in addition to decreasing the interfacial tension between the crude and the 

displacing fluid can also change the wettability of the medium, allowing the oil detachment 

due to the decrease in capillary forces. 

 

Knowing the chemical nature of the surfactant is of great importance in predicting the 

performance of these substances in recovery processes. The interactions that surfactants 

may have with fluids or rock in the reservoir can significantly affect the recovery process. 

The adsorption of this material in the rock and the non-interaction with the crude oil front 

can economically affect the process. Also, the formation of emulsions plays an important 

role [3, 4]. The application of this method is limited by a technical evaluation where the 

interaction between the phases involved is verified. This evaluation has traditionally been 

carried out in a core injection test [4, 6], although there is a growing trend in the use of 

microfluidic devices for the evaluation of these processes [7, 14, 35-38]. 
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1.4 Microfluidic devices for the CEOR Processes 
evaluation by surfactant injection 

 

Micromodels are devices designed to replicate the porous medium in order to analyze in 

detail the processes that occur at the pore scale. Due to the characteristic length of these 

devices, which is similar to that of oil-bearing rocks (1x10-6 m -1x10-9 m), they can be used 

to understand the processes that control oil extraction.. 

 

Micromodels can be designed with different materials such as glass, quartz, polymer, or 

silicone. They can also be etched with different patterns that can be classified as perfectly 

regular, partially regular, fractal patterns and irregular patterns. [9, 15, 18]. 

 

Since the design of the first micromodel in 1952 [39], consisting of a monolayer of glass 

spheres positioned between two flat glass plates and which was used to visualize the 

behavior of fluids in a porous medium, the techniques to define and design micromodels 

have evolved. Due to the visualization problems between phases present in the first 

micromodels caused by little differentiation of refractive index, the design of new 

micromodels with regular geometries began [40]. 

 

Perfectly regular micromodels are those that have all the pores with the same geometry, 

width, and depth [9, 40]. An example of this type of micromodel is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Micromodels with perfectly regular geometry [41] 

 

Partially regular micromodels have a regular network with pores of the same cross-section, 

but unlike the previous ones, the pore size in these micromodels is variable. The sizes of 

the different pores present in these types of micromodels can be correlated from a statistical 

distribution [9]. An example of partially regular micromodels is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Micromodel with partially regular geometry [42] 

 

Fractal pattern micromodels are designed from repeating figure patterns forming a 

correlated configuration based on fractal theory [43]. Due to the shapes that nature 

presents, this theory helps to represent rock patterns more simply [9]. An example of a 

fractal pattern micro-model is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Micromodel with fractal pattern geometry [44] 

 

Irregularly patterned micromodels have uncorrelated pores with spacing and random 

shape. The size of each pore can be taken from one or more statistical distributions [9]. An 

example of this type of micro-model is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Micromodel with irregular pattern geometry [45] 

 

In the manufacture of the microfluidic devices, depending on the micromodel type to be 

designed, the desired pattern, and the type of material used, there are several methods. 

Some of the most important manufacturing methods are mentioned below. These have 

been extensively analyzed in the specialized literature on the subject due to their current 

use [9, 20, 40, 46, 47]. 

 

The first micromodel manufacturing process appeared in 1952 with the use of spheres 

between plates [9, 39]. These micromodels have a fluid inlet at the center [48] or at the 

ends of the device [49]. The micromodels made from this technique are easy to fabricate 
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however they present problems with the visual evaluation of the fluids inside the devices, 

especially around the large size spheres. 

 

Another manufacturing method is optical lithography or photolithography, in which a flow 

pattern has already been predesigned along with design characteristics, and a gall 

photosensitive plate is used for etching. The production cost for this manufacturing method 

is inexpensive and is widely used to create irregular or fractal-pattern micromodels [44]. 

This manufacturing method uses heating of the glass plate and UV exposure to etch the 

flow pattern on the plate. 

 

The micromodel etching method is based on chemical reactions and the interaction of laser 

and radiation with glass or polymer. This method can be divided into two techniques: wet 

etching, where chemicals are used to etch the flow pattern on the plate [50]. The second 

technique is named plasma or laser etching, where electromagnetic radiation is used for 

engraving the desired flow pattern [51]. 

 

Stereolithography is a computer-based method of manufacturing micromodels [52]. In this 

technique, flow patterns can be designed from computer-aided design. The manufacture of 

micromodels is based on the controlled solidification of a liquid resin by 

photopolymerization. 

 

Finally, soft lithography collects the manufacturing methods to obtain micromodels using 

soft or easily malleable materials. Soft lithography is generally used to design small or 

simple geometries on the micro and nanoscales [53]. 

 

As previously mentioned, an advantage of using micromodels is the phase displacement 

visualization within these devices. The results taken from the tests carried out on 

micromodels are based on image analysis. Visualization of the processes that occur within 

the micromodels can be carried out through different methods: microscope, microscope 

with a camera, photoluminescent volumetric method, and fluorescent microscopy [9]. 

 

The direct visualization with a camera allows taking different images of the micromodels, 

where sometimes it is necessary to use lenses that allow taking the necessary detail [54]. 
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The use of a microscope facilitates the work of specifying areas of interest within the device, 

but sometimes does not allow full coverage of the camera, leaving it motionless at the same 

point [55].  The photoluminescent volumetric method uses fluorescent substances to be 

located at the interface of the fluids, so that later, through a laser, the interface can be 

illuminated. In this way, the image can be captured [56]. 

1.5 Micromodels properties.  

 

Micromodels are an efficient tool for evaluating different fluid displacement mechanisms in 

porous media [9]. These devices have been widely used to assess CEOR technologies, 

comparing different scenarios and describing phenomena that allow the mobility of crude 

oil in the porous medium. The possibility of changing geometric characteristics in the design 

of the micromodels allows to quickly evaluate oil recovery methods. 

 

Due to the easy manipulation of geometric and physical characteristics in the micromodels, 

these can reflect the change of different petrophysical properties that characterize a 

reservoir and affect the EOR processes. In this way, microfluidics is an easy-to-use tool, 

where the times and spaces involved in the analyzes are shorter, making the evaluation of 

crude oil displacement processes, particularly CEOR processes, more efficient. 

 

Given the inherent complexity of the oil reservoir, evaluation of the design parameters of 

micromodels is required when evaluation the effect of surfactant injection as a CEOR 

processes. The effect of geometric parameters of the porous media have been evaluated 

[27, 57-59] to assess their influence on the oil displacement processes. The evaluative 

process has been carried out experimentally and by simulation, allowing to characterize 

some flow patterns according to a given geometry and the fluids used for the displacement. 

 

Some of the variables analyzed by simulation in computational fluid dynamics have been 

the pore shape and distribution in terms of the connectivity between pore and pore throat, 

heterogeneity, and tortuosity [27]. Geometric characteristics, such as the presence of 

fractures, have been experimentally evaluated, including the degree of orientation of 

fracture with respect to the injection point and the spacing between them. Research carried 
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out has demonstrated the importance of each of these characteristics and their influence 

on the responses of the tests carried out on micromodels [58]. 

 

Some variables that has been studied in microfluidic devices are: Porosity, that define the 

pore fraction of the geometry, it indicates the interconnected space available for fluid 

interaction [27, 60]. Grain shape, that affects the amount of crude oil that interact with the 

micromodel surface, making the surface phenomena, as wettability, important in 

displacement processes [27, 61]. Presence of fracture, that influences in the displacement 

process performance, it affects breakthrough time and fluid distribution within micromodels 

[13, 32, 35, 58]. Fracture configuration in terms of orientation, width, length can modify 

recovery factor as well as breakthrough time and fluid distribution in micromodels [13, 35, 

58]. Heterogeneity that affects the pore size distribution and relates the performance of 

displacement processes with fingering effect [27, 62, 63]. Tortuosity that relates the flow 

path in a displacement process with the distance between two points, this property affects 

the breakthrough time and recovery factor [27]. Injection velocity that affects the relation 

between viscous and surfaces forces, in this way, a change in velocity could make an easier 

displacement or channel the displacing fluid [28]. Pore shape that allows visualizing the 

fluid displacement and the way the fluids interact, as the grain shape, the pore shape plays 

an important role in the relation between the fluids and the micromodel wettability  [27, 61]. 

Pore-throat connectivity that affects the flow and shape of the displacing fluid, allowing 

interactions crude oil/displacing fluid/micromodel material that modify the amount of crude 

oil trapped inside the porous of a micromodel [27]. 

 

In this research, the grain shape, injection velocity, presence of fracture and porosity are 

considered as the micromodels properties to analyze. These properties are chosen due to 

their influence on the surfactant injection processes, where the modification of these 

properties allows to observe evidence of changes in responses of interest such as the 

recovery factor or determining the displacement performance in terms of the interdigitation 

effect or the amount of crude oil that adheres to the walls of the micromodel. In addition, 

the easy manipulation of these properties in micromodelos allows to modify them through 

computational drawing tools. 
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The following section describes the properties considered in this research, and their relation 

with the petrophysical properties that characterize a reservoir is made.  

1.5.1 Grain shape 

 

The effect of pore shape in the micromodels has been previously studied [27, 64] to analyze 

the entrapment effect on the oil recovery process. These studies found that, at the 

microscopic level, micromodels with pores that have corners, such as square or triangular 

figures, are more suitable for studying entrapment in porous media and that the flow of the 

displacing fluid along with the amount of residual oil strongly depends on the pore size and 

distribution [27]. 

 

It is known [27, 65] that, by changing the connectivity between the pores and the 

randomness by which they are distributed within the microfluidic device, the porous media 

configuration can resemble the arrangements of pores in a reservoir only. Changes in grain 

size can be targeted to represent changes in the tortuosity of the medium, providing a more 

significant similarity to that required in a field. 

 

The shape and pore distribution within a microfluidic device affect the porosity, permeability, 

and tortuosity of the porous medium. The latter are properties that directly affect the 

recovery processes. Out of the multiple possibilities for pore shape and distribution, this 

research considered only circular and irregular shapes as these two present different 

interactions that the fluids have at a microscopic level when they are inside a pore. In this 

way, when the micromodel contains grains with a circular shape, the displacement of the 

fluids that are wettable to the medium is facilitated, because of the absence of corners and 

vertices that increase the adhesion forces of the wetting fluid. [66-68]. On the other hand, 

On the other hand, the irregular shape of the grain does not allow the displacement of the 

crude oil as easily as in the circular grain, since it presents corners or spaces that are 

difficult to access. The irregular shape of the grain makes it possible to evaluate other 

aspects in the crude oil displacement processes considering different access points to the 

crude oil that is trapped in the porous medium. [59]. the distribution considered for this 

research is a random distribution of the grains, this choice is made based on the information 

presented in the specialized literature on the subject where they indicate that this type of 
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distribution resembles that of an oil deposit where the oil displacement processes take 

place [27, 41, 69, 70]. 

1.5.2 Injection velocity 

The important of the injection velocity influences on CEOR processes is well documented 

[59, 68], therefore the selection of this parameter for the analysis of their influence in the 

micromodel performance is straightforward. The injection velocity has a significant 

influence on the recovery factor at the breakthrough time [28]. 

1.5.3 Presence of fractures 

The presence of fractures in reservoirs increases permeability as well as porosity and 

reducing the tortuosity of the porous medium. 

 

The way fractures occur significantly affects the oil recovery processes depending on the 

fluids present in the porous medium and the interaction between them [58]. The fracture 

can serve as a conduit for the wettable phase to move quickly, reducing pressure drop or 

distributing fluids in the porous medium. Likewise, fractures can lead to natural channeling 

and low oil recovery. This variable can easily be modified in the design stage of a 

micromodel. 

 

Experimental characteristics have been analyzed to improve understanding of the presence 

of fractures on microfluidic devices [58]. Results have shown that many characteristics 

affect EOR processes, such as the relationship between fracture length and width, fracture 

position within the micromodel, the angle of inclination, and the number of fractures. This 

study only considers the effect of a fracture positioned in the center of the micromodel at 

an angle of 45 ° with respect to the displacement direction. This configuration was selected 

because it has shown, through research, that it helps to obtain a greater recovery factor, 

that is, this configuration makes it easier for the displacing fluid to move easily to occupy a 

larger space within the micromodel, in addition to facilitating contact between phases.[35, 

58].  
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1.5.4 Porosity 

Porosity is one of the physical properties of the porous medium and is of great importance 

for the study of CEOR processes in micromodels. Porosity is defined as the ratio of the 

pore volume to the total volume of the rock  [71]. Porosity is classified as absolute, which 

considers the entire porous volume of the rock; effective, which considers only the 

interconnected porosity; and non-effective, which is the difference between absolute and 

effective porosity. The micromodels analyzed in this work were designed with 

interconnected pores, and the chosen porosity ranges from 0.5 to 0.7 because this is the 

most frequent configuration found in the revised literature [9, 15, 21-23, 32, 35, 46, 65, 72-

75]. Typical porosity values in reservoirs range from 0.17 to 0.5 [76, 77] which are lower 

than those used in micromodels, to guarantee proper flow visualization in micromodels, 

high porosity values are preferred [10, 78]. The understanding in the micromodel 

community is that the conclusions of the flow pattern, obtained at the higher porosity range 

can be extended in the porosity values in the field [9, 10, 41]. 

 

1.6 CEOR processes simulation in microfluidic 
devices through CFD 

 

CFD has been frequently used to simulate multiphase flow in micromodels, particularly in 

EOR processes [21, 27, 57, 61, 64, 65, 70, 79, 80]. Different characteristics are evaluated 

to optimize and characterize the recovery processes in a short time with the use of a 

computer. In a 2015 study, Gharibshahi [27] evaluated the effect of pore morphology, 

distribution, heterogeneity, shape, and tortuosity of different micromodels using CFD. and 

found that the use of a random distribution of grain within micromodels has better 

adjustments to the experimental data. 

 

In 2019 Minakoy et al. [80] investigated the effect of nanoparticle addition in a displacing 

fluid through CFD simulations and micromodel experiments. They observed that the use of 

nanoparticles increases the oil recovery factor and explained this behavior by improvement 

of rock wetting, in this study the CFD simulation complemented the experimental work. 

Finally, Rostami et al. [57] studied through CFD simulations in a micromodel the change of 

wettability of a porous media in a EOR process. They were able to use CFD simulations to 
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explain the phenomena observed through microfluidics experiments and justify the increase 

of the recovery factor in the micromodels due to changes in wettability. 

 

In addition to studying the morphological aspects of micromodels for EOR processes using 

CFD simulations, fluid interactions in the porous medium of micromodels have also been 

studied. The displacement of crude oil with biosurfactants has been analyzed through CFD 

simulations of micromodels [61, 65] , the results have shown an improvement in the oil 

recovery factor and a decrease in the interdigitation effect, this was done in micromodels 

with different grain shapes, such as square and circular, with random pore distributions. 

Also, modifications in the displacement fluid have been evaluated in CFD simulations of 

micromodels [57, 80], in these, the addition of new components such as nanoparticles 

change the properties of fluids such as interfacial tension and viscosity, which increases the 

recovery factor and allows an uniform distribution of displacing fluid in the micromodel. The 

latest investigations were conducted in order to gain a better understanding of EOR 

processes, also demonstrating the use of CFD simulations as a tool to evaluate such 

processes when nanoparticles are used for fluid modification. 

 

From the aforementioned investigation, CFD technique is presented as an instrument for 

evaluating CEOR processes by simulating micromodels.  

1.7 Mathematical modeling 

 

This section describes the mathematical modeling along with the description of the software 

used to solve the proposed equations and the validation of the model based on the 

experimental data taken from [28].  

1.7.1 ANSYS Fluent 19.1  

 

ANSYS Fluent 19.1 is a commercial software used to model fluid flow. This software can 

represent transport phenomena through a large number of mathematical models that adjust 

to different set of conditions, including complex geometries according to the user's needs 

[81]. 
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The CFD technique solves the conservation equations through the finite volume method, 

which is generally described as follows [26]: 

 

▪ Approximation of the geometric domain to be studied in control volumes. 

▪ Representation of conservation equations in an integral form for each control 

volume. 

▪ Discretization of the integral form of the conservation equations to obtain an 

algebraic system of equations. 

▪ Definition of boundary conditions and inclusion in an algebraic system of equations. 

▪ A solution of an algebraic system of equations through iterative methods. 

1.7.2 Mathematical description 

In this section, equations that govern fluid flow within micromodels will be described. 

Considering that temperature is constant, the energy conservation equation is not 

considered in this investigation. Thus, the problem can be mathematically defined by the 

conservation of mass and momentum equations. 

 

Considering a Eulerian approach, where a control volume is taken for the description of the 

conservation equations, and that the micromodels in the simulations are considered 2D 

geometries due to their low depth compared to the others dimensions [22, 27, 61, 65], the 

mass conservation equation is described as shown in Equation (1.1). 

 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌�⃗� ) =  0                                                                                                         (1.1) 

 

where �⃗� = (𝑢, 𝑣) is the velocity vector, and 𝜌 is the fluid volume-averaged density, which 

is considered constant due to the low compressibility of the treated fluids. 

 

The momentum conservation equation is described through the vector notation in Equation 

(1.2). 

 

𝜕(𝜌�⃗⃗� )

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌�⃗� �⃗� ) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ [𝜇(∇�⃗� + ∇�⃗� 𝑇)] + 𝐹                                                       (1.2)                            
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where 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝜇 the dynamic viscosity coefficient and 𝐹  is the surface tension 

force. As can be seen in the conservation of momentum equation, gravitational forces were 

not considered for the development of this investigation. 

 

To describe the multiphase flow within the micromodels, the VOF (volume of fluid) model 

incorporated in Ansys Fluent is used to track the interface between the oil and the displacing 

fluid. This model calculates the volumetric fraction of each of the phases within each cell in 

the domain [81]. Equation (1.3) describes the tracking of the interface through the volume 

fraction of phases i and j. 

 

1

𝜌𝑖
[
𝜕(𝛼𝑖𝜌𝑖)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝛼𝑖𝜌𝑖�⃗� 𝑖) = 𝑆𝛼𝑖 + ∑ (�̇�𝑗𝑖 − �̇�𝑖𝑗)

𝑛
𝑗=1 ]                                                      (1.3)                            

 

where �̇�𝑗𝑖 y �̇�𝑖𝑗 are mass transferred between phases 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑆𝛼𝑖 is the source term of 

phase 𝑖, 𝜌𝑖 is the density of phase i, �⃗� 𝑖 is the velocity vector for phase 𝑖 and 𝛼𝑖 is the volume 

fraction of phase 𝑖. The phases within the micromodel are considered as immiscible, due 

to this the values of �̇�𝑗𝑖 and �̇�𝑖𝑗 are zero. The volume fraction 𝛼𝑖 can be defined as follows. 

 

▪ 𝛼𝑖 = 0 : the cell is empty. 

▪ 0 < 𝛼𝑖 < 1 : the interface is located in the cell. 

▪ 𝛼𝑖 = 1 : the cell is filled with phase i. 

 

The sum of the volumetric fractions of each phase within the cells analyzed must be one. 

 

∑ 𝛼𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1                                                                                                           (1.4) 

 

In a system that only contains two phases, if a cell is entirely occupied by phase 𝑖, the cell 

will have the properties of this phase, but if a cell is occupied by two phases (0 < 𝛼𝑖 < 1), 

properties taken by this cell will be a mixture of the properties of the two phases weighted 

by the volume fraction of each of the phases. 

 

𝜌 = 𝛼𝑖𝜌𝑖 + (1 − 𝛼𝑖)𝜌𝑗                                                                                                         (1.5) 
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𝜇 = 𝛼𝑖𝜇𝑖 + (1 − 𝛼𝑖)𝜇𝑗                                                                                                         (1.6) 

 

where 𝜌 y 𝜇 are the density and viscosity in the cells occupied by two phases, respectively. 

 

It is necessary to calculate the surface forces to solve the equations. This is done through 

the continuum surface force model (CSF) [82]. The surface tension force is calculated as 

shown in Equation (1.7) 

 

𝐹 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝜌𝜅𝑖∇𝛼𝑖

1

2
(𝜌𝑖+𝜌𝑗)

                                                                                                         (1.7) 

 

where 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the coefficient of surface tension and 𝜅𝑖 is the curvature of the interface taken 

from inside the phase 𝑖. 𝜅𝑖 is defined in terms of the divergence of the unit vector of the 

phase 𝑖 fraction gradient. 

 

𝑛 = ∇𝛼𝑖                                                                                                                 (1.8) 

 

𝜅𝑖 = ∇ ∙ �̂�                                                                                                                 (1.9) 

 

where  𝑛 is the normal vector to the interface surface and �̂� is the unit vector. The phase 

wettability is used employing the contact angle to adjust the interface curvature in areas 

close to the walls of the micromodel. 

 

�̂� = �̂�𝑤 cos 𝜃𝑖 + �̂�𝑤 sin 𝜃𝑖                                                                                                           (1.10) 

 

where �̂�𝑤 y �̂�𝑤 are the unit vectors normal and tangential to the wall of the micromodel and 

𝜃𝑖 is the contact angle of phase i with the wall of the micromodel. 

 

The multiphase model focuses on interface analysis; knowing how the treatment is close to 

this area is of great importance for this investigation. Interpolation close to the interface is 

performed with geometric reconstruction. Figure 5 shows the reconstruction of the interface 

using this method. 
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Figure 5. Interface shape represented by the geometric reconstruction (piecewise-linear) 
scheme [81] . 

 

The geometric reconstruction scheme represents the interface between fluid using a 

piecewise-linear approach. It assumes that the interface between two fluids has a linear 

slope within each cell. For calculation of the advection of fluid through the cell faces uses 

linear shape. This scheme was selected because is the most accurate for general 

unstructured meshes. The reconstruction consists in three steps: The first calculates the 

position of the interface relative to the center of each cell. The second step calculates the 

advecting amount of fluid in each face through linear interface representation. The las step 

calculates the volume fraction in each cell [81]. 
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2. Use of a Selection Flowchart for the 
Design of Micromodels for the Evaluation 
of Surfactant Injection in Enhanced Oil 
Recovery Processes through CFD 
simulations 

Abstract 

The evaluation of the factors that affect the CEOR process with surfactant injection is a 

complicated task; knowing how to improve this process is of great interest to the oil and gas 

industry. The aim of this study was to analyze the effect of different surfactants in the ultra-

low interfacial tension range in microfluidic devices through CFD simulations in order to be 

able to evaluate different parameters and use a selection flowchart for microfluidic devices 

in CEOR processes with surfactant injection. A characterization of modifiable variables in 

micromodels is performed along with the type of response variables that can be obtained 

from the surfactant injection processes. In addition, a relation is made between these 

variables from information found in the literature. A selection flow chart is presented 

detailing the procedures for the choice of micromodels and is implemented through CFD 

simulation. The characteristics evaluated in micromodels were porosity (0.5 -0.7), grain 

shape (circular – irregular), presence of fracture and injection velocity (10 ft/day– 30 ft/day). 
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The response variables in the injection process in the micromodel were the recovery factor, 

breakthrough time, fractal dimension of flow patterns, pressure drop, and entrapment effect. 

For interpretation of the relations between the response variables and the modified 

variables, factorial experimental design analysis was used. The application of the selection 

flowchart through CFD simulations allows to identify a micromodel with geometric 

characteristics that differentiates the performance between two surfactants with similar 

properties. The obtained micromodel has a porosity of 0.5, with a circular grain shape and 

the presence of fracture, in addition, it must be operated with the maximum injection velocity 

(30 ft/day). The procedure developed in this research will facilitate the design of 

micromodels by coupling this technology with CFD simulation techniques. 

 

Keyword: Computational fluid dynamics simulations; Chemical Enhanced Oil Recovery; 

Microfluidics  

 

 

1. Introduction 

With the development of modern life and global energy demand, the supply of resources 

such as oil continues to be necessary and vital. In oil extraction processes due to capillary 

forces, a large amount of oil is trapped in the reservoir that must be extracted by other 

methods. Currently, Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) methods are used to substantially 

improve oil production [30].  One of the best known EOR methods is the injection of 

surfactants, this reduces interfacial tension between the oil and the displacement fluid, 

increasing the capillary number, allowing that the crude oil separates from the reservoir 

walls, and increasing the oil recovery factor 

 

Surfactant injection is a Chemical Enhanced Oil recovery (CEOR) technique with easy 

application and great potential [83]. Among available approaches to evaluate surfactant 

injection, microfluidic devices have been used due to their visible porous media that allow 

the interrogation of the fluid pattern. Microfluidic devices  are an excellent alternative to core 

injection tests because they demand a shorter evaluation time and their aforementioned 

availability for visual characterization of the flow at the pore level [11]. Micromodels can be 

fabricated of different materials such as glass, quartz, silicon, or polymers. The porous 
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media geometry in micromodels can take different forms: perfectly regular, partially regular, 

fractal, and irregular. The geometry of a micromodel device can even be that of a reservoir 

prototype by taking a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images from a reservoir rock. 

Fabrication methods for micromodels are optical lithography, etching, stereolithography, 

and soft lithography [8, 10, 17, 18, 84]. 

 

CFD is used to study systems that involve fluid flow, heat transfer, among other phenomena 

through computer-solved algorithms [26]. CFD solves the conservation equations by 

discretization of the computational domain. CFD simulations of micromodels have been 

used to evaluate the effect of pore morphology and size-distribution in terms of pore-throat 

connectivity, heterogeneity, shape and tortuosity [27] on the micromodel performance when 

evaluating the result of changes of temperature, viscosity, density, and the interfacial 

tension of surfactants [57, 70, 79]. Particularly, Gharibshahi et al. [27] evaluated the effect 

of pore morphology for EOR processes in micromodels using CFD. They concluded that 

the fluid flow in the randomly-distributed porous medium closely resembles the fluid flow in 

reservoirs. Jafari et al. [65] analyzed the effect of biosurfactants in EOR processes through 

CFD simulations. In this investigation, a micromodel was used to determine that the 

recovery factor increases and the interdigitation decreased after the sues of the 

biosurfactant shown. Similar results were obtained by Mohammadi et al. [61] when they 

simulated the oil displacement process in a micromodel with quadratic pore shape using as 

displacement fluid a surfactant obtained from the Zyziphus spinachristi tree. Rostami et al. 

[57] experimentally and through CFD simulations evaluated the effect of displacing fluid 

modification on EOR processes. Similarly, through CFD simulations, Minakov et al. [80] 

evaluated the effect of modifications of displacing fluids with nanoparticles in EOR 

processes in micromodels.  

 

While all these previous studies presented good evidence of the possibility of modelling the 

flow in microfluidic devices, the refereed literature does not present any study that 

attempted to use CFD to define key geometric parameters and experimental conditions of 

a microfluidic test that could better allow for the detection of differences in the performance 

of surfactants in the ultra-low interfacial tension range (< 10-2 mN/m). 

. 

A micromodel selection flowchart that would render the best configuration for the evaluation 

of the performance of surfactant injection in CEOR process is something very much 
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desirable as it would save time and reduce experimental cost. This chapter describe the 

construction of one of such flowcharts. Firstly, micromodels used for the analysis of the 

surfactant-injection processes are characterized in order to generate typical geometries 

that could be modelled with CFD. After running thirty two different CFD simulations that 

resulted from a factorial design of the combination of microfluidic geometrical characteristic 

as well as process conditions, a simple sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to 

propose a flowchart that can be followed in order to determine the micromodel that allows 

to better differentiate the performance of various surfactants. 

 

 

 

2. Towards a micromodel selection flowchart  

 

This section describes the procedures implemented to create a selection flowchart for 

micromodels used for CEOR processes with surfactant injection. First, the relations 

between the modifiable variables within the operation in a micromodel and the response 

variables obtained from these devices are described. In addition, a methodology for the 

identification of the response variables that are most affected by the use of different 

surfactants is described. 

2.1 Description of variables in a micromodel for CEOR 
processes with surfactant injection 

 

Microfluidic devices can be used to evaluate multiple factors that affect the CEOR 

processes. 

 

Table 1 shows a compilation of the variables that can be modified in a micromodel along 

with a brief description as well as examples of studies where these variables have been 

analyzed. 
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Table 1. Modifiable variables in micromodels for CEOR processes 

Modifiable variables in micromodels (X) Description References  

Porosity 

Indicates the amount of space 

within the micromodel available 

for the fluids to interact 

[27, 60] 

Grain shape 

Affects the amount of oil that can 

get trapped due to adhesion to 

the medium 

[27, 61] 

Presence of fracture 

Fractures can channel fluids, 

change breakthrough times and 

modify fluid distribution 

[13, 32, 35, 58] 

Fracture configuration 

The orientation, width and length 

of the fractures affect the 

performance in terms of recovery 

factor and fluid distribution 

[13, 35, 58] 

Heterogeneity 

Describes the distribution of the 

different pore sizes found in a 

micromodel. It is related to the 

fingering effect. 

[27, 62, 63] 

Tortuosity 

The way the fluid direction is 

found. This directly affects the 

recovery factor. 

[27] 

Injection velocity 

Defines the interaction of the 

viscous forces inside the porous 

medium 

[28] 

Pore shape 

Characterizes the way in which 

fluids interact within a pore and 

how the wetting effect of the 

medium affects the flow 

distribution of these fluids 

[27, 61] 

Pore-throat connectivity 

Relates to the connectivity of the 

pores. It directly affects the flow 

within the micromodels, in 

addition to the amount of crude 

that can get trapped inside the 

pores 

[27] 

 

Changes on the variables shown in Table 1 influence the performance of the processes 

evaluated in micromodels. The performance of surfactants can be evaluated in different 

ways, where the one of greatest interest is the recovery factor. On the other hand, when 

looking for different effects with the application of surfactants, it is of interest to evaluate 

properties such as the distribution of fluids within the porous medium, or the time required 
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for the displacement fluid to reach the outlet point of the porous medium. In this way, from 

the visualization of the fluids and the short experimentation time, the microfluidic devices 

allow the performance of surfactants to be evaluated with different parameters. Table 2 

presents the type of response variables that can be obtained when using micromodels in 

recovery processes, also shows previous investigations where these variables have been 

investigated. 

Table 2. Response variables evaluated in micromodels for CEOR processes. 

Response variables in micromodels (Y) Characteristic References 

Recovery factor 

it has been investigated in different 

micro-models, from capillary type 

to complete porous media 

[27, 61, 65, 66, 68, 70, 79, 85] 

Pressure drop 

It has been calculated based on 

the pressure drop in a porous 

medium or through an interface 

with representations of capillaries 

[67, 68, 86] 

Fractal dimension 

Different types of micromodels 

have been investigated, although 

in recent years this variable has 

not been continuously worked on. 

[87, 88] 

Breakthrough time 

It has been worked on micro 

models that represent completely 

porous media 

[27] 

Viscosity 

The viscosity of the displacing fluid 

and the fluid when they leave the 

porous medium and the effect of 

other variables on this have been 

evaluated. 

[70, 86] 

Displacement micro mechanisms 

These have been analyzed 

through microscopic observations 

or through numerical simulation in 

many types of micro-models. 

[67, 68, 89] 

Emulsion formation 

Due to the visualization that 

micromodels allow, emulsion 

formation can be observed 

through microscopes 

[90] 

Drops shape 

The way the drops take shape 

indicates the distribution of forces 

through an interface. This has 

been done through microscope 

visualization and numerical 

simulation. 

[66, 68, 85, 89, 91] 

Fluid distribution 
one of the main advantages of the 

micromodels is the visualization of 
[27, 61, 65-67, 70, 79, 85, 89] 
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the phases moving. For this 

reason, most of the research 

focuses on this topic. 

 

A relation between the modifiable variables of a micromodel (X) shown in Table 1 and the 

variable responses (Y) shown in Table 2 is shown in Table 3. An intense gray indicates a 

strong relation while white implies almost no relation between both. 

Table 3. Relation between modifiable variables and response variables of a micromodel 

                               X 
         Y 

Porosity 
Grain 
shape 

Presence of 
fracture 

Fracture 
configuration 

Heterogeneity Tortuosity 
Injection 
velocity 

Pore 
shape 

Pore-throat 
connectivity 

Oil recovery factor                   

Pressure drop                   

Fractal dimension                   

Breakthrough time                   

Viscosity                   

Displacement micro 
mechanisms 

                  

Emulsion formation                   

Drops shape                   

Fluid distribution                   

 

In this way, if it is required to evaluate surfactants with the recovery factor as response 

variable, it is recommended to analyze the presence of fractures, injection velocity, and 

pore-throat connectivity in the micromodels. These are the modifiable variables that have 

a greater impact on the recovery factor (strong influence). Following the same approach 

used for the recovery factor, it is possible to evaluate the response variables to the 

surfactant injection processes in micromodels with the strongest influences related to the 

modifiable variables shown in Table 3. If the use of strong influences is not possible, it is 

recommended to use intermediate influences. 

 

When it is necessary to evaluate multiple response variables, it is recommended to work 

with the combination of modifiable variables where the majority of strong and intermediate 

influences are obtained. Furthermore, if possible, that at least there is a strong influence 

combination for each response variable. 
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2.2 Methodology to evaluate the performance of surfactants in 
injection processes in micromodels 

The relation between the modifiable variables of a micromodel (X) and the response 

variables of these devices (Y) is the criterion that allows evaluating the performance of 

surfactants. One way to evaluate this relation is shown in Figure 1, where the global 

methodology framed in this research is shown. 

 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart to evaluate effect of surfactants on response variables (Y) 

 

In Figure 1, the process starts with the selection of modifiable variables in micromodels (X) 

and with the surfactants to be evaluated in micromodels. Then, based on the chosen 

variables (X), the micromodels are designed. Subsequently, the surfactant injection 

processes are carried out and the response variables of the micromodels (Y) are evaluated. 

Then, the change of each response (Y) is evaluated with respect to each chosen surfactant 

through the interfacial tension (IFT) that these components have with the crude oil. Finally, 

these changes are classified and the case where the greatest change is obtained is 
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identified. The micromodel where the greatest change is obtained is the micromodel where 

the greatest difference between the surfactants evaluated can be seen. 

 

The change of each response variable (Y) is evaluated through derivatives considering the 

number of displacement tests carried out for each considered micromodel. For this 

investigation, the following equation was used to evaluate the change of the selected 

responses variables (Y). 

 

dY1

dIFT
= 

𝑌11−𝑌12

𝐼𝐹𝑇1−𝐼𝐹𝑇2
                                                                                                         (1) 

 

where 
dY1

dIFT
 is the change of the variable Y, 𝑌11 is the response variable in the micromodel 1 

when using surfactant 1, 𝑌12 is the response variable in the micromodel 1 when using 

surfactant 2, 𝐼𝐹𝑇1 is the interfacial tension between Surfactant 1 and the crude oil, finally, 

𝐼𝐹𝑇2 is the interfacial tension between Surfactant 2 and the crude oil. 

 

One way to obtain micromodels from the modifiable variables (X) is by making combinations 

of these variables. In this way, for example, using combinations of 3 variables in 2 levels, it 

is possible to obtain 8 micromodels. The number of variables that can be modified in a 

micromodel and the ability to evaluate each one will greatly affect the design of the 

micromodels. 

 

For this research, the following response variables (Y) are taken for analysis. Recovery 

factor; It is the most analyzed variable in CEOR processes because this type of process is 

designed precisely so that this value can increase, this factor is the amount of crude oil that 

can be obtained from the displacement of fluid in a porous medium, generally reported as 

a percentage of the initial crude oil in the porous medium. Breakthrough time; it is the time 

it takes for the displacement flow to reach the outlet of the porous medium, this variable 

indicates how easily the displacement fluid can be channeled or can move through the 

porous medium. Fractal dimension of flow pattern; This variable allows quantifying the way 

the displacement front is distributed within the micromodel. The cases evaluated in this 

investigation are treated in 2D, which indicates that the fractal dimension will take values 

between 1 and 2, with a value closer to 2 being a mobility front with greater uniformity. 
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Pressure drop; it indicates the ease with which a fluid is going to move within the porous 

medium. In addition, it also relates the necessary energy that must be invested so that the 

process can take place. Entrapment Effect; It allows to quantify the amount of crude that is 

trapped or stuck to the grains of the porous medium due to interfacial forces, this accounting 

is only carried out to the areas where the surfactant could enter or contact the crude, for the 

areas of the porous medium where the surfactant did not contact, the calculation of the 

crude that remains trapped to the surfaces is not performed. 

 

3. Numerical implementation 

 

This section describes the software applied for the development of this research along with 

the calculation methods that include the description of the equations that model the process 

of surfactant injection within each of the micromodels. Also, the case design process for 

the micromodels evaluated in this research is described through experimental factorial 

design. In addition, a description is made of the creation of the geometries used for the 

CFD simulations along with its mesh and the mesh independence tests. 

3.1 Simulation case design 

 

To evaluate the different effects of the modified variables in micromodels, a two-level 

factorial experimental design with five factors (25 factorial design) was used [92]. The 

characteristics were labeled as grain shape (A), porosity (B), Injection velocity (C), presence 

of fracture (D), and Interfacial tension (IFT) (E). Characteristics range were selected from 

the available values in the literature. The two grain shapes were circular (-) and irregular 

(+); the former allows an ease detachment of crude oil compared to a quadratic or triangular 

shape, where, at the microscopic level, these are suitable for studying trapping effect in the 

porous media [27]. On the other hand, irregular pore shape is a better representation of the 

porous media of the reservoir [10, 22]. The minimum and maximum porosities were 0,5 (-) 

and 0,7 (+), respectively. Although this range is high when compared to the porosity in the 

reservoir, much of the research in microfluidics has been conducted within this range [9, 15, 

21-23, 32, 35, 46, 65, 72-75]. The minimum and maximum injection velocities were 10 ft/day 
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(-) and 30 ft/day (+), respectively.  The low-level injection velocity was chosen due to its use 

in research of microfluidics processes [21, 28, 37, 65]. Although a high level is a rare case 

in the research of microfluidic, it is of interest since it allows evaluating high velocities and 

their effect on the flow pattern [21]. The presence of fractures was coded as nonfractured 

(-) and fractured (+) micromodels; This characteristic allows the modification of response 

variables in micro models such as pressure drop, recovery factor and fractal dimension [13, 

32, 58]. This research focused on the analysis of surfactant injection where ultra-low 

interfacial tensions are achieved, for this reason, the interfacial tensions evaluated were 

0,037 mN/m (-) and 0,045 mN/m (+), the former is an experimental data obtained from [28], 

and the latter is a 20% larger value. The construction of the 25  factorial experimental design 

is shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. The 25 factorial experimental design analysis along with the CFD simulation results 

 

 

 

 

Grain 
shape  Porosity 

Injection 
velocity 
(ft/day) 

Presence of 
fracture 

IFT 
(mN/m) 

Breakthrough 
time (PVI) 

Recovery 
factor 

Fractal 
dimension 

Pressure 
drop 

entrapment 
effect 

circular 0.5 10 nonfractured 0.037 0.4351 0.3882 1.5666 9.0840 0.0326 

irregular 0.5 10 nonfractured 0.037 0.4069 0.3944 1.6281 42.1359 0.0429 

circular 0.7 10 nonfractured 0.037 0.4112 0.3979 1.6610 3.5700 0.0411 

irregular 0.7 10 nonfractured 0.037 0.4407 0.4100 1.7155 7.1765 0.0844 

circular 0.5 30 nonfractured 0.037 0.4274 0.3800 1.5743 25.2136 0.0367 

irregular 0.5 30 nonfractured 0.037 0.3829 0.3797 1.6428 117.325 0.0439 

circular 0.7 30 nonfractured 0.037 0.3954 0.3832 1.6394 9.5758 0.0345 

irregular 0.7 30 nonfractured 0.037 0.4476 0.4135 1.7102 19.2405 0.0974 

circular 0.5 10 fractured 0.037 0.4227 0.3855 1.5880 9.4705 0.0579 

irregular 0.5 10 fractured 0.037 0.3992 0.3785 1.6251 41.8144 0.0517 

circular 0.7 10 fractured 0.037 0.4127 0.4027 1.6871 3.1050 0.0394 

irregular 0.7 10 fractured 0.037 0.4426 0.4069 1.6933 6.7786 0.0788 

circular 0.5 30 fractured 0.037 0.4031 0.3662 1.5834 26.1504 0.0151 

irregular 0.5 30 fractured 0.037 0.3563 0.3390 1.6192 127.808 0.0708 

circular 0.7 30 fractured 0.037 0.4245 0.4135 1.6763 8.6735 0.0554 

irregular 0.7 30 fractured 0.037 0.4484 0.4093 1.7125 19.1542 0.1001 

circular 0.5 10 nonfractured 0.045 0.4322 0.3861 1.5767 8.9602 0.0368 

irregular 0.5 10 nonfractured 0.045 0.4392 0.4054 1.6229 42.6613 0.0491 

circular 0.7 10 nonfractured 0.045 0.4045 0.3927 1.6627 3.5694 0.0408 

irregular 0.7 10 nonfractured 0.045 0.4470 0.4178 1.7228 7.2455 0.0652 

circular 0.5 30 nonfractured 0.045 0.4393 0.3906 1.5623 24.8362 0.0355 

irregular 0.5 30 nonfractured 0.045 0.3705 0.3608 1.6484 119.187 0.0725 

circular 0.7 30 nonfractured 0.045 0.4501 0.4325 1.6664 9.5706 0.0433 

irregular 0.7 30 nonfractured 0.045 0.4257 0.3946 1.7056 20.9500 0.0935 

circular 0.5 10 fractured 0.045 0.4306 0.3938 1.5859 9.3153 0.0640 

irregular 0.5 10 fractured 0.045 0.3882 0.3702 1.6110 43.8324 0.0621 

circular 0.7 10 fractured 0.045 0.4183 0.4079 1.6742 3.1890 0.0398 

irregular 0.7 10 fractured 0.045 0.4468 0.4106 1.7297 7.0466 0.0766 

circular 0.5 30 fractured 0.045 0.4075 0.3758 1.5831 26.0617 0.0757 

irregular 0.5 30 fractured 0.045 0.3623 0.3457 1.6378 124.657 0.0558 

circular 0.7 30 fractured 0.045 0.4303 0.4182 1.6680 8.7053 0.0528 

irregular 0.7 30 fractured 0.045 0.4386 0.4031 1.7209 20.4482 0.0944 
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3.2 Geometry creation 

 

In this study, different micromodels configurations were used to investigate the effect of 

different modifiable variables (X) such as porosity, grain shape, presence of fracture, and 

injection velocity in two different surfactant injection processes. Micromodels were 

considered two-dimensional geometries for the simulations due to their low depth compared 

to their other lengths [27, 70, 79]. The dimension of the micromodels porous media in all 

cases was 12.7 x 26.5 mm2. Depending on the simulation, see Section 0, eight geometries 

were considered depending on porosity, grain type and the presence or absence of 

fractures. The geometries of the porous media were created using Matlab and CorelDraw. 

The process of creating each micromodel is explained below. 

 

Micromodels with circular pore shape were obtained using Matlab to randomly distribute 

non-overlapping circles with a radius between 0.4-0.6 mm for porosities of 0.7 and radius 

between 0.5-0.7 mm for porosities of 0.5. Micromodels with irregular pore shape were 

obtained using CorelDraw software and information from the literature [28]; The non-

fractured irregular model with an irregular pore shape is the same used in the experimental 

work with which the mathematical model of this investigation is validated [28]. the fractured 

micromodels have a preferential path in the center of the porous medium with an average 

width of 1.8 mm positioned at an angle of 45 ° with respect to the direction of the fluid. 

Figure 2 shows the geometries obtained. Also, Table 5 shows the properties of 

micromodels geometry. 
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Figure 2. The schematic geometry of the designed micromodels. 

 

Table 5. Physical properties of micromodels. 

Micromodel Grain shape porosity Presence of fracture 

a Circular 0.5 nonfractured 

b Circular 0.7 nonfractured 

c Irregular 0.5 nonfractured 

d Irregular 0.7 nonfractured 

e circular 0.5 fractured 

f circular 0.7 fractured 

g Irregular 0.5 fractured 

h Irregular 0.7 fractured 
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3.2.1 Meshing and grid independency check 

 

Triangular unstructured mesh type was used for meshing the created geometries. For 

investigating the grid independency, grids with different number of elements were created. 

Then, for each grid, the governing equations were solved for water injection with a velocity 

inlet of 0.1 ft/day. The fluid pressure drops in micromodels were considered to compared 

grids. Equation (2) was used to calculate the relative error to compare the grids. 

 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  
|∆𝑃𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟−∆𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑟|

∆𝑃𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟
                                                                                     (2)                            

 

where ∆𝑃𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟 and ∆𝑃𝐶𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑟 are the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet with 

the finer mesh and coarser mesh, respectively. Table 6 shows the number of cells and 

nodes, the pressure drop, and the relative error for that are obtained in any grid. When the 

relative error between two consecutive grids is low enough that it can be neglected, the grid 

with a lower number of cells is selected as the grid for simulating the surfactant injection 

process. The number of cells for micromodels a to h are 178656, 146637, 411068, 324776, 

155622, 218876, 408536, and 320726, respectively. Figure 3 shows the grid of micromodel 

D as an example. Appendix A shows the meshing of the geometries considered for this 

investigation. 
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Table 6. Pressure drop evaluated in micromodel grids. 

Micromodel Number of grid Number of cells Number of nodes ΔP (Pa.) Relative Error (%) 

a 

1 106232 82422 0.0175   

2 178656 118890 0.0166 5.09 

3 683801 372377 0.0161 3.36 

b 

1 83248 51722 0.0068   

2 146637 83689 0.0064 5.97 

3 379198 200661 0.0063 2.23 

c 

1 253863 143892 0.0954   

2 411068 227317 0.0777 22.91 

3 1163110 617919 0.0761 1.97 

d 

1 134200 74919 0.0137   

2 324776 175961 0.0128 7.25 

3 701344 36823 0.0127 0.48 

e 

1 94784 76642 0.0218   

2 155622 107304 0.0186 17.07 

3 335658 197753 0.0179 4.17 

f 

1 106986 63755 0.0083   

2 218876 120112 0.0074 12.15 

3 378635 200444 0.0070 5.84 

g 

1 252252 143061 0.0941   

2 408536 226044 0.0807 16.63 

3 1169517 620897 0.0777 3.88 

h 

1 133312 74410 0.0150   

2 320726 173874 0.0134 12.49 

3 694060 364896 0.0129 3.92 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Meshing of the micromodel D geometry. 
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The quality of each of the meshes is evaluated through skewness. The results are shown 

in the following table. 

 

Table 7. Mesh quality assessment from skewness value. 

Micromodel Maximum skewness Average 

a 0.96 0.28 

b 0.98 0.11 

c 0.73 0.095 

d 0.75 0.085 

e 0.96 0.24 

f 0.98 0.095 

g 0.93 0.0095 

h 0.79 0.085 

 

Skewness is defined as the difference between the shape of the cell and the shape of an 

equilateral cell of equivalent volume. Highly skewed cells can decrease accuracy and 

destabilize the solution [81]. From the results shown in Table 7, some meshes present a 

skewness value above 0.95, for this reason, it was reducing under-relaxation factor (Table 

9) to avoid convergence difficulties 

 

3.3 Operating conditions 

 

The multiphase displacement processes within the micromodels are of great interest 

because different phenomena can be detailed, one of the most important stages is the 

breakthrough time, where the oil recovery begins to decrease and stabilize at a fixed value. 

This work focuses on the characterization of the CEOR processes in the micromodels at 

the breakthrough time. For this reason, all the results shown in this work are taken at the 

breakthrough time of the surfactant injection process, as was done in other investigations 

[9, 93]. 

 

For the characterization of the response variables in the CFD simulations carried out in this 

research, the following procedures were implemented. The oil recovery factor was obtained 

through the Area-weighted average of oil inside the micromodel calculated from Ansys 

Fluent, in this procedure, the quantity of a phase is quantified by dividing the sum of the 

product of the volumetric fraction of each phase and facet area in each cell by the total area 
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of the surface in the micromodel. Then, from this procedure the quantity of crude oil leaving 

the micromodel is quantified and compared with the quantity of crude oil at the beginning 

of the displacement process, in this way the recovery factor is calculated. The breakthrough 

time and the pressure drop were calculated from the numerical procedure applied in Ansys 

Fluent. For the fractal dimension of flow pattern at the breakthrough time, image analysis 

was used, where the fractal box counting method was applied to the images, and the fractal 

dimension was calculated. With the box counting method, the fractal dimension is obtained 

from the slope of the line of the plot of the logarithm of the number of boxes occupied by 

the pattern (N) and the logarithm of the inverse of the box size (r), in this way, D = log (N) / 

log (r), where D is the fractal dimension of the analyzed pattern. As an example, the fractal 

dimension obtained in Figure 4 is 1,66. For the entrapment effect, the proportion of area 

enclosed by the surfactant was calculated. As an example, Figure 5 shows in red color the 

proportion enclosed by surfactant (black). It is necessary to subtract the area of the grains 

from the indicated area for the calculation. The proportion of the entrapment effect in Figure 

5 is 0.041. 

 

 

Figure 4. Flow pattern at the breakthrough time. 
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Figure 5. The entrapment effect in the micromodel. 

3.3.1 Fluid properties 

 

Table 8 shows the properties of the fluid in the simulation. Equation (3) shows the power-

law for non-Newtonian viscosity that was used to adjust experimental data on fluid rheology. 

 

𝜇 = kγ𝑛−1                                                                                                              (3) 

 

where 𝜇 is the apparent viscosity of the fluid, k is the consistency index, that is a measure 

of the average viscosity of the fluid, γ is the shear rate, and 𝑛 is a measure of the deviation 

of the fluid from Newtonian. 

 

Table 8. Properties of fluids. 

Fluid Density (kg/m3) k n Maximum viscosity (Pa.s) Minimum viscosity (Pa.s) 

Surfactant 1084.3 0.028 0.638 0.017 0.005 

Oil 926.5 0.103 0.977 0.099 0.092 
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3.4 CFD Implementation 

 

Ansys Fluent 19.1 software was used to solve the equations in this investigation applying 

the CFD technique. ANSYS Fluent is commercial software used to model fluid flow. This 

software can represent transport phenomena through a large number of mathematical 

models that adjust to different conditions [81]. 

3.4.1 Governing equations 

 

In this investigation, a multiphase volume of fluid CFD model was used to simulate fluid 

flow in the micromodels [94]. The VOF (volume of fluid) is used to track the interface 

between the oil and the displacing fluid. This model calculates the volumetric fraction of 

each of the phases within each cell in the domain [81]. Also, this multiphase model 

considers the interfacial tension between phases and can be complemented with a contact 

angle value of one of the phases to describe the wettability of the medium. The relevant 

equations are as follows. 

 

Continuity equation: 

 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌�⃗� ) =  0                                                                                                         (4) 

 

where �⃗� = (𝑢, 𝑣) is the velocity vector, and 𝜌 is the fluid volume-averaged density, which 

is considered constant due to the low compressibility of the fluids. 

 

Momentum conservation: 

 

𝜕(𝜌�⃗⃗� )

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌�⃗� �⃗� ) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ [𝜇(∇�⃗� + ∇�⃗� 𝑇)] + 𝐹                                                       (5)                            

 

where 𝑝 is the pressure, 𝜇 the dynamic viscosity coefficient and 𝐹  is the surface tension 

force. 
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Volume of fraction equation: 

 

1

𝜌𝑖
[
𝜕(𝛼𝑖𝜌𝑖)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝛼𝑖𝜌𝑖�⃗� 𝑖) = 𝑆𝛼𝑖 + ∑ (�̇�𝑗𝑖 − �̇�𝑖𝑗)

𝑛
𝑗=1 ]                                                      (6)                            

 

where �̇�𝑗𝑖 y �̇�𝑖𝑗 are mass transferred between phases 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑆𝛼𝑖 is the source term of 

phase 𝑖, 𝜌𝑖 is the density of phase i, �⃗� 𝑖 is the velocity vector for phase 𝑖 and 𝛼𝑖 is the volume 

fraction of phase 𝑖. The phases within the micromodel are considered as immiscible, due 

to this the values of �̇�𝑗𝑖 and �̇�𝑖𝑗 are zero. The volume fraction 𝛼𝑖 can be defined as follows. 

 

▪ 𝛼𝑖 = 0 : the cell is empty. 

▪ 0 < 𝛼𝑖 < 1 : the interface is located in the cell. 

▪ 𝛼𝑖 = 1 : the cell is filled with phase i. 

 

The sum of the volumetric fractions of each phase within the cells analyzed must be the 

unit. 

 

∑ 𝛼𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1                                                                                                           (7) 

 

From the previous concept, properties taken by a cell will be a mixture of the properties of 

the two phases weighted by the volume fraction of each of the phases. The density and 

viscosity of a cell where the interface is located are calculated as follows. 

 

𝜌 = 𝛼𝑖𝜌𝑖 + (1 − 𝛼𝑖)𝜌𝑗                                                                                                         (8) 

 

𝜇 = 𝛼𝑖𝜇𝑖 + (1 − 𝛼𝑖)𝜇𝑗                                                                                                         (9) 

 

Where 𝜌 y 𝜇 are the density and viscosity in the cells occupied by two phases, respectively. 

 

To calculate the surface tension force (𝐹 ) the continuum surface force model (CSF) is used 

[82]. The surface tension force is calculated, as shown in the Equation (10). 
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𝐹 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝜌𝜅𝑖∇𝛼𝑖

1

2
(𝜌𝑖+𝜌𝑗)

                                                                                                         (10) 

 

where 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the coefficient of surface tension and 𝜅𝑖 is the curvature of the interface taken 

from inside the phase 𝑖. 𝜅𝑖 is defined in terms of the divergence of the unit vector of the 

phase 𝑖 fraction gradient. The equations are as follows. 

 

𝑛 = ∇𝛼𝑖                                                                                                                 (11) 

 

𝜅𝑖 = ∇ ∙ �̂�                                                                                                                 (12) 

 

where  𝑛 is the normal vector to the interface surface and �̂� is the unit vector. The phase 

wettability is used employing the contact angle to adjust the interface curvature in areas 

close to the walls of the micromodel. 

 

�̂� = �̂�𝑤 cos 𝜃𝑖 + �̂�𝑤 sin 𝜃𝑖                                                                                                           (13) 

 

where �̂�𝑤 and �̂�𝑤 are the unit vectors normal and tangential to the wall of the micromodel 

and 𝜃𝑖 is the contact angle of phase i with the wall of the micro model. 

 

For pressure-velocity coupling, the Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) was 

used. The converge criterion was set to 0.001 for all the parameters (continuity and 

velocities). The effect of each equation in iterations was set with the under-relaxation factors 

shown in Table 9. For the convective terms, the Second-Order Upwind Scheme was used. 

 

Table 9. Under-relaxation factors. 

Variable Under-relaxation factor 

Pressure 0.7 

Density 1 

Body forces 1 

momentum 0.3 
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The boundary conditions applied to the simulations were velocity inlet and pressure outlet. 

Other edges in micromodels, such as grain and main domain were considered walls with 

total wettability to oil (𝜃𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 0). In this study, gravitational forces are not considered. Also, 

micromodels were saturated with crude oil at the initial state. The inlet and outlet ports are 

ubicated ant the left and right of geometries shown in Figure 2, respectively. The boundary 

conditions applied to the system were velocity inlet and pressure Outlet, the other edges 

were considered to be wall with a complete oil wettability (𝜃𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 0). Variable Time step was 

used in all simulations with a global Courant number of 2. The characteristics used for the 

variable time step is shown in the following table. 

 

Table 10. Characteristics for the Variable Time Step used in the simulations. 

Characteristic Value 

Minimum Time Step Size (s) 0.0001 

Maximum Time Step Size (s) 10 

Minimum Step change factor 0.8 

Maximum Step change factor 1.2 

Initial Time Step size (s) 0.1 

 

4. Results 

4.1 Validation of numerical results 

Numerical results were compared with experimental data for validating the mathematical 

model. In this research, the oil recovery factor, the breakthrough time, the fractal dimension 

of the flow pattern and entrapment effect at the breakthrough time were compared with 

experimental data from [28] and these variables were also analyzed in different scenarios 

in order to evaluate the expected trend with the results of the numerical simulation. Also, 

Darcy’s law was used to validate the pressure drop. In this way, we sought to validate all 

the results obtained related to the variables to be analyzed in this investigation.  

 

For the recovery factor and breakthrough time, surfactant injection process was simulated 

in the oil-saturated micromodel (c) with an injection velocity of 10 ft/day, the interfacial 

tension between the fluid and crude oil was 0.03 mN/m; these conditions were the same as 

the experimental test. The properties used in the validation simulations are showed in Table 

8. Figure 6 show the comparison of numerical results with experimental data. Also, the 
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Table 11 shows the point values for the oil recovery factor at the breakthrough time and the 

breakthrough time in terms of pore volume of injected fluid for the experimental data and 

numerical results. 

 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of numerical results with experimental data in the oil recovery factor. 

 

 

Table 11. Comparison between experimental data and simulation results for the IFT case of 0.03 mN/m 

System 
Pore volume of injected fluid at the 

breakthrough time 

Oil recovery factor at the 

breakthrough time 

Experimental 0.50 0.47 

Simulation 0.45 0.41 

 

From the Table 11, it can be seen that the numerical results are in good agreement with 

the experimental data, the relative error in the oil recovery factors at the breakthrough time 

was 10% and the relative error in the breakthrough time was 12.7%. Although there are 

error rates greater than 10% in the points of interest where the recovery factor and the 

breakthrough time were evaluated, in Figure 6 it can be seen that the simulation has the 
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same trend or behavior as the experimental data, which it was something sought after by 

the numerical simulation of the process. 

 

To complement the analysis carried out, the fractal dimension of the advancing front is also 

calculated for the simulation and experimental data. Figure 7 shows the distribution of fluids 

at rupture time. 

 

  

(a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 7. Flow distribution within the micromodel at rupture time for testing with injection speed of 10 ft / day 
and IFT 0.03 mN / m. (a) Experimental (B) simulation. 

 

The fractal dimension of flow pattern at the breakthrough time was calculated using image 

analysis. The fractal box counting method was applied to the images. the fractal dimension 

for the experimental test was 1.85, while this value for the numerical simulation was 1.83. 

the difference between these values lies in the way in which in the experimental test the 

fluid retains a front of advance with less interdigitation, while in the numerical simulation 

extensions of the fluid are presented, although the front in this case occupies more space 

within the micromodel. 

 

For the validation of the model, numerical simulations were also performed at different IFT 

conditions. The recovery factor, breakthrough time, fractal dimension of the flow pattern 

and entrapment effect were compared in a surfactant injection process in the oil-saturated 

micromodel (c) with an injection velocity of 10 ft/day. the interfacial tension between the 

fluid and crude oil was 2.7 mN/m. Table 12 summarizes the results obtained for this case 

and Figure 8 shows the distribution of fluids. 
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(a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 8. Flow distribution within the micromodel at rupture time for testing with injection speed of 10 ft / day 
and IFT 2.7 mN / m. (a) Experimental (B) simulation. 

 
Table 12. Comparison between experimental data and simulation results for the IFT case of 2.7 mN/m 

System 

Pore volume of 

injected fluid at the 

breakthrough time 

Oil recovery factor at 

the breakthrough time 

Fractal 

dimension of 

the flow pattern 

Entrapment 

effect 

Experimental 0.26 0.375 1.72 0.0397 

Simulation 0.26 0.362 1.76 0.0417 

 

 
For this case, there are no significant differences when comparing the breakthrough time 

of the experimental test with the numerical simulation. Considering the recovery factor, a 

relative error of 3.5% is obtained, which is a low value and is acceptable for model 

validation. The difference that occurs in the fractal dimension is explained by the form that 

the advance front takes in both cases, for the experimental test, the fluid occupies the 

central part of the micromodel, creating a preferential path and reducing its expansion within 

the device. On the other hand, in the numerical simulation, two advance fronts are formed, 

the first at the top of the device and the second by the central part. At breakthrough time, 

the path occupied by the upper part reaches the micromodel outlet, while the fluid that 

occupies the central part has a significant advance, which gives it a greater fractal 

dimension when compared with the experimental test. Considering the entrapment effect, 

there is a relative error of 5.03%. The effect of the interfacial tension of the surfactant with 

the crude oil and the wettability of the medium is well reflected in the numerical simulation. 

 

For the pressure drop in the porous medium, because no experimental data were available, 

the process was validated based on Darcy's law, which considers the pressure drop in 

porous media based on velocity of displacement, the characteristics of the medium and the 
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viscosity of the fluid moving through the porous medium. Darcy's law is shown in the 

following equation. 

 

∆𝑃 =
𝜇𝑉

𝐾
∆𝑥                                                                                                           (14) 

 

where ∆𝑃 is the pressure drop across the porous medium, 𝜇 is the viscosity of the fluid 

moving through the porous medium, 𝑉 is the velocity of the fluid, 𝐾 is the absolute 

permeability of the porous medium, and ∆𝑥 is the distance or length in the direction of 

movement of the fluid in the porous medium. Applying the Darcy's law to a case of water 

injection with a speed of 1 ft / day, with the permeability of the medium of 5.71 D and a 

distance of 2.65 cm, a pressure drop of 11.76 Pa is obtained. Performing the numerical 

simulation of this case through CFD, a total pressure drop of 11.96 Pa is obtained, this is 

shown in Figure 9. The pressure drop shown in figure 9 is obtained through the solution of 

the Navier-Stokes equation shown in equation (5), in this the pressure drop due to different 

factors such as viscosity and velocity is considered. On the other hand, it should be noted 

that Darcy's law does not consider other phenomena that cause a pressure drop, such as 

inertial effects or pressure drop due to the change in fluid velocity in the different directions 

of the micromodel, Darcy's law considers only an average velocity within the porous 

medium. Thus, when calculating the pressure drop from CFD simulations, different 

phenomena are considered that are not taken into account with the use of Darcy's law. 

Finally, when comparing the results obtained for both cases, a relative error of 1.7% is 

obtained, indicating the good capacity of the numerical model to replicate the results 

obtained experimentally. 
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Figure 9. Pressure contour for water injection at 1 ft / day. 

 

4.2 Micromodel selection flowchart for the evaluation of 
CEOR processes with surfactant injection 

 

Based on the information collected in the literature on micromodels and the application of 

CFD simulations in injection processes with surfactants, the following selection flowchart 

for micromodels is propose. 
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Figure 10. Selection flowcharts for micromodels for the evaluation of surfactant injection. 
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Figure 11. Flowchart for CFD simulation process. 
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Figure 11 explains the simulation application process through the CFD technique. This 

figure serves as a guide when the CFD application is available. 

 

Figure 10 explains the selection flowchart of a micromodel based on the information 

obtained in literature or the availability of simulations in CFD. In the flowchart shown in 

Figure 10 the selection path can be highlighted when the application of CFD simulations is 

not available. For this case, the information shown in section 2.1, where the modifiable 

variables and response variables of a micro-model are related, is useful because it 

facilitates the process of selecting micromodels. The application of this flowchart is applied 

in the following section with the simulations carried out in this investigation, where four 

modifiable variables are involved in the micromodels (porosity, grain shape, presence of 

fracture and injection speed) on five response variables (Recovery factor, breakthrough 

time, fractal dimension, pressure drop and entrapment effect). 

4.3 Micromodel selection flowchart application through CFD 
simulations 

 

When the application of CFD simulations is available, it is possible to modify different 

variables in the micromodels, this due to the ease that design software present. A computer, 

as a drawing and process simulation tool, allows evaluating different characteristics that at 

an experimental level would have high consumption of resources and time. 

 

32 cases evaluated for this investigation are shown in Table 4  with the results obtained 

from the simulations carried out through CFD. The description of each case and how these 

were obtained can be seen in section 3.1. From the factorial design of experiments, it was 

possible to identify 4 cases which are described below. 

 

Case 1, non-fracture micromodels with circular grain shape and non-fracture; Case 2, non-

fracture micromodels with irregular grain shape; Case 3, fractured micromodels with circular 

grain shape; and Case 4, fractured micromodels with irregular grain shape. 

 

To quantify the effect of the surfactant for each evaluated case, the difference between the 

variable of interest (recovery factor, breakthrough time, fractal dimension, pressure drop, 
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entrapment effect) was evaluated and divided by the difference in interfacial tension 

between the surfactants evaluated (Equation 1). This was done in order to find points where 

the greatest change can be identified. In addition, to normalize the results, each difference 

was divided by the highest value obtained from each response variable shown in Table 4. 

In this way, Table 13 shows the cases treated for each micromodel and the absolute value 

of each normalized change obtained in the response variables of interest. 

 

Table 13. Normalized results from CFD simulations. 

Case 
Grain 
shape 

porosity 
Injection 
velocity 
(ft/day) 

Presence 
of 

fracture 

Normalized 
recovery 

factor 
change 

Nominalized 
breakthrough 
time change 

Normalized 
fractal 

dimension 
change 

Normalized 
Pressure 

drop 
change 

Normalized 
entrapment 

effect 
change 

Total 

1 

circular 0.5 10 no 0.5849 0.8042 0.7299 0.1211 5.1671 7.4072 

circular 0.7 10 no 1.4893 1.8510 0.1229 0.0006 0.4155 3.8794 

circular 0.5 30 no 3.0542 3.3109 0.8672 0.3691 1.5144 9.1158 

circular 0.7 30 no 14.2402 15.1789 1.9512 0.0051 11.0084 42.3838 

2 

irregular 0.5 10 no 3.1801 8.9666 0.3758 0.5139 7.7157 20.7520 

irregular 0.7 10 no 2.2359 1.7450 0.5275 0.0675 23.9375 28.5134 

irregular 0.5 30 no 5.4383 3.4271 0.4047 1.8207 35.7587 46.8495 

irregular 0.7 30 no 5.4767 6.1025 0.3324 1.6719 4.8316 18.4151 

3 

circular 0.5 10 yes 2.4007 2.1866 0.1518 0.1518 7.6710 12.5618 

circular 0.7 10 yes 1.4997 1.5699 0.9322 0.0821 0.4426 4.5265 

circular 0.5 30 yes 2.7629 1.2247 0.0217 0.0868 75.5805 79.6766 

circular 0.7 30 yes 1.3589 1.6231 0.5998 0.0310 3.2303 6.8431 

4 

irregular 0.5 10 yes 2.4098 3.0566 1.0190 1.9737 13.0414 21.5005 

irregular 0.7 10 yes 1.0688 1.1607 2.6305 0.2622 2.7455 7.8678 

irregular 0.5 30 yes 1.9258 1.6677 1.3442 3.0821 18.7241 26.7438 

irregular 0.7 30 yes 1.7913 2.7149 0.6070 1.2656 7.1165 13.4953 

 

From the results shown in Table 13, it is possible to identify the points where there are 

greater changes in the variables of interest with surfactants in the range of IFT evaluated. 

Table 14 shows a summary for each response variable and for each case, where it is in 

greatest change within the range of variables evaluated. 
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Table 14. Conditions of greater and minor change in the performance of surfactants in cases evaluated 

 

In this way, with the information presented in Table 14, it is possible to choose scenarios 

and conditions in micromodels where their performance is evaluated and differentiated. 

Table 15 shows the results obtained when all the changes in the response variables (Y) are 

considered. This means, when the performance of the surfactants is evaluated considering 

all the response variables (Y). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case 

Recovery factor breakthrough time Fractal dimension Pressure drop change Entrapment Effect 

Biggest 
change 

minor 
change 

Biggest 
change 

minor 
change 

Biggest 
change 

minor 
change 

Biggest 
change 

minor 
change 

Biggest 
change 

minor 
change 

Circular grain 
shape and non-

fracture 
micromodel 

High velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

Low porosity 

High velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

Low porosity 

High velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

high porosity 

High velocity 
injection - 

low porosity 

High velocity 
injection - 

High 
porosity 

High velocity 
injection -high 

porosity 

low 
velocity 
injection 

- high 
porosity 

Irregular grain 
shape and non-

fracture 
micromodel 

High velocity 
injection 

Low velocity 
injection 

Low velocity 
injection - 

Low porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - high 

porosity 

High velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

High velocity 
injection - 

low porosity 

low velocity 
injection - 

high porosity 

High velocity 
injection - low 

porosity 

High 
velocity 
injection 

-high 
porosity 

circular grain 
shape and 
fractured 

micromodel 

Low velocity 
injection - Low 

porosity 

High velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

Low porosity 

high velocity 
injection - 

Low porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

high velocity 
injection - 

low porosity 

low velocity 
injection - 

low porosity 

high velocity 
injection - 

high porosity 

High velocity 
injection - low 

porosity 

low 
velocity 
injection 

- high 
porosity 

irregular grain 
shape and 
fractured 

micromodel 

Low velocity 
injection - Low 

porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

high porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

Low porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

high porosity 

Low velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

High velocity 
injection - 

High porosity 

high velocity 
injection - 

low porosity 

low velocity 
injection - 

high porosity 

High velocity 
injection - low 

porosity 

low 
velocity 
injection 

- high 
porosity 
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Table 15. Summary of results for the cases evaluated 

Case 

Changes considering the effect of all response 
variables (Y) 

Biggest change minor change 

Circular grain shape and non-
fracture micromodel 

High velocity 
injection - High 

porosity 

low velocity injection - High 
porosity 

Irregular grain shape and non-
fracture micromodel 

High velocity 
injection - low 

porosity 

High velocity injection - High 
porosity 

circular grain shape and fractured 
micromodel 

High velocity 
injection - low 

porosity 

low velocity injection - High 
porosity 

irregular grain shape and fractured 
micromodel 

High velocity 
injection - low 

porosity 

low velocity injection - High 
porosity 

 

Considering the results shown in Table 15, for the cases treated in this investigation, 

different conditions are proposed to achieve the greatest difference between the 

performance of each surfactant, in this way, it is possible to obtain a microfluidic device 

where it can be evaluated the performance of surfactants in an ultra-low range, where their 

properties are similar considering different responses of the injection process. 

 

Finally, from the information shown in the table, it is possible to choose a micromodel 

among the 8 evaluated in this research, where the greatest difference is found considering 

all the response variables. In this way, the micromodel where a greater difference is shown 

for this case, is the micromodel with a low porosity (0.5), a high injection velocity (30ft/day), 

with a circular grain shape (circular) and with presence fracture. This is the micromodel e, 

which can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

In this way, the choice of a micromodel is achieved based on a methodology presented 

from a flowchart. The application of CFD allows evaluating a greater number of modifiable 

variables due to the ease presented by design software. On the other hand, regarding the 

application of CFD, the meshing procedure and validation of results must be taken into 
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account, where changes in modifiable variables such as porosity, presence of fracture or 

grain shape can change the type of mesh to be used, which would consume more 

computing time 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this research, the enhanced oil recovery was simulated with surfactant injection into 

multiples micromodels that have different geometry properties using the CFD technique. 

The geometries were created using Matlab and CorelDraw software. The governing 

equations, along with the VOF multiphase model, were solved using Ansys Fluent 19.1 

software. The mathematical model was validated by experimental data. The factorial 

experimental design (25) was used to combine the chosen modifiable variables of 

micromodels for evaluating the effect of different characteristics on the response variables. 

In addition, a micromodel selection flowchart was designed and implemented to evaluate 

the performance of surfactants with simulated properties in the ultra-low interfacial tension 

range. Also, this selection flowchart could be used when the application of CFD is not 

available through the information found within this research. From the development of this 

investigation, the following conclusions are described: 

 

• The combination between numerical simulation techniques such as CFD with new 

technologies such as microfluidics, allows a better understanding of CEOR 

processes with surfactant injection. 

• The application of a selection flowchart of micromodels facilitates the work for the 

design and the experimental tests, allowing a possible saving of resources and time. 

• From a compilation of research carried out on the use of micromodels for the 

evaluation of crude oil displacement processes, it was possible to identify a relation 

between modifiable variables and response variables of a micromodel. This relation 

can be seen in Table 3 

• Within the range of the modifiable variables of a micromodels (X), the development 

of this investigation allowed to identify a micromodel, with geometric and operational 

characteristics, which allows to identify differences between the performance of 

surfactants with similar properties. 
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6. Appendix 

Meshing of the geometries considered for this investigation 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Meshing of the micromodel A geometry. 
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Figure 13. Meshing of the micromodel B geometry. 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Meshing of the micromodel C geometry. 
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Figure 15. Meshing of the micromodel D geometry. 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Meshing of the micromodel E geometry. 
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Figure 17. Meshing of the micromodel F geometry. 

 

 

Figure 18. Meshing of the micromodel G geometry. 
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Figure 19. Meshing of the micromodel H geometry. 
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3. Conclusions and recommendations 

3.5 Conclusions 

 

In this research, different characteristics that affect the CEOR processes with surfactant 

injection in microfluidic devices were investigated through computational fluid dynamics 

simulation in order to apply a selection flowchart and obtain a micromodel that allows 

evaluating the performance of surfactant within the chosen ranges of the variables selected 

in this research.  The conclusions of this research are as follow: 

 

• The use of computational fluid dynamics helps to improve the processes carried out 

experimentally, allowing us to analyze different geometries and configurations in 

micromodels. 

• Analysis of the modification of characteristics was obtained from the combination 

between the computational fluid dynamics and the factorial experimental design.  

This was used to understand better the processes performed on micromodels. 

• The application of a selection flowchart of micromodels facilitates the work for the 

design and the experimental tests, allowing a possible saving of resources and time. 

• From a compilation of research carried out on the use of micromodels for the 

evaluation of crude oil displacement processes, it was possible to identify a relation 

between modifiable variables and response variables of a micromodel. This relation 

can be seen in Table 3 in Chapter 2. 

• Within the range of the modifiable variables of a micromodels (X), the development 

of this investigation allowed to identify a micromodel, with geometric and operational 

characteristics, which allows to identify differences between the performance of 

surfactants with similar properties. 
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3.6 Recommendations 

 

From the results obtained in this research, the following recommendations are made: 

 

• Expand the range of modifiable variables. For instance, a lower porosity or other 

type of grain shape (triangular or square). 

• Include other modifiable variables of importance in micromodels that represent 

petrophysical properties in the analysis, for instance, the wettability of the material. 

• Include changing displacing fluid properties in the analysis to extend the application 

of selection flowchart, for instance, density or viscosity. 

• Analyze the performance of surfactant with this methodology when modifying the 

properties of crude oil. 

• Evaluate different initial saturation states in the micromodels. 
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